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Longer Duration of theWeak Stratospheric Vortex During
Extreme El Niño Events Linked to Spring
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Zhigang Cheng1, and Fan Feng1

1Plateau Atmosphere and Environment Key Laboratory of Sichuan Province, College of Atmospheric Science, Chengdu
University of Information Technology, Chengdu, China, 2Key Laboratory for Semi‐Arid Climate Change of theMinistry of
Education, College of Atmospheric Sciences, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China, 3CIC‐FEMD/ILCEC, Key Laboratory
of Meteorological Disaster of Ministry of Education, Nanjing University of Information Science and Technology, Nanjing,
China, 4Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, Honolulu, HI, USA

Abstract The stratosphere is a key link between El Niño and Eurasian surface climate in winter. Instead
of the amplitude of the stratospheric response discussed by many previous studies, we focus on the
persistence of wintertime extreme El Niño impacts through the stratospheric pathway to midlatitude
Eurasia in spring. A novel approach is used by runningWACCM4 with El Niño forcing imposed only during
winter to isolate the stratospheric role in the following spring. We show that a descending signal with a
strong deceleration of zonal wind throughout the atmosphere could reach the surface and persist in spring
during extreme El Niño events, whereas during moderate El Niño events the signal is generally confined to
the stratosphere. Two different mechanisms are involved in maintaining the tropospheric signal of
extreme El Niño. Under the westerly regime, the planetary Rossby waves from the wave centers over East
Asia and the North Pacific transmit the signals from the stratosphere to the troposphere; and under the
easterly regime, strong tropospheric eddy feedback over the midlatitude Atlantic favors the persistence of
tropospheric responses during extreme El Niño events. The prolonged stratospheric pathway of extreme
El Niño events amplifies and extends the equatorward shift of the midlatitude jet, allowing southward
intrusions of cold polar air into Eurasia. Such circulation changes induced by a prolonged stratospheric
pathway can cause springtime coldness and daily cold extremes in midlatitude Eurasia.

1. Introduction

The importance of the stratospheric pathway linking El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) to surface con-
ditions over Eurasia has been highlighted in many studies (e.g., Bell et al., 2009; Butler et al., 2014; Cagnazzo
& Manzini, 2009; Fletcher & Cassou, 2015; Ineson & Scaife, 2009; Ortiz Bevia et al., 2010; Toniazzo &
Scaife, 2006; Zhang et al., 2016). ENSO extends its signal from the tropical Pacific to the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) extratropics by exciting longwave trains in the form of an anomalous Pacific North
American (PNA) pattern (Garcia‐Herrera et al., 2006) and shortwave trains along the North African‐Asian
jet (Shaman & Tziperman, 2005; Zhang et al., 2015), with opposite sign during warm El Niño (EN) and cold
La Niña (LN) phases in the PNA sector. Constructive interference between EN teleconnections and clima-
tological Rossby waves (Fletcher & Kushner, 2011, 2013; Smith et al., 2010) intensifies the upward propaga-
tion of planetary Rossby waves to the stratosphere in the NH during winter, resulting in a warmer and
weaker polar vortex (Camp & Tung, 2007; Free & Seidel, 2009; Garcia‐Herrera et al., 2006; Garfinkel,
Hurwitz, Oman, et al., 2013, Garfinkel, Hurwitz, Waugh, et al., 2013; Lan et al., 2012; Manzini et al., 2006;
Ren et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012). Subsequently, EN‐related stratospheric anomalies propagate downward
into the troposphere, projecting onto a negative NAO phase, leading to a colder and drier climate in
Eurasia during winter than normal (Brönnimann et al., 2007; Kolstad et al., 2010; Perlwitz & Graf, 1995;
Thompson et al., 2002). Thus, understanding the coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere is fun-
damental to improving seasonal prediction at midlatitudes, including cold spells.

The SST patterns of individual EN events may differ, with two main types of EN being defined: the eastern
(EP) EN and the central Pacific (CP) EN (Ashok et al., 2007; Kao & Yu, 2009; Kug et al., 2009; Larkin &
Harrison, 2005; Yu & Kao, 2007). This diversity may lead to differences in the stratospheric pathway.
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However, previous studies are not entirely consistent, as noted by a recent review on ENSO teleconnections
to the stratosphere by Domeisen et al. (2019). For example, Hegyi and Deng (2011) found that CP EN leads to
an anomalously strong NH stratospheric vortex and is associated with a positive phase of the NAO pattern at
the surface. In contrast, Graf and Zanchettin (2012) showed results associating CP EN with the negative
phase of the NAO, with the same sign of EP events. Reasons for this discrepancy is not clear yet, but limited
number of events (Garfinkel, Hurwitz, Waugh, et al., 2013), large internal variability (Deser et al., 2017), and
model independence may count. The magnitude of the EN is also important as the SST pattern. Three
extreme EN events (defined as the Niño3.4 index being >2 K; see section 2) have been observed in the satel-
lite era in winter 1982/1983, 1997/1998, and 2015/2016. But there is disagreement on whether the strato-
spheric response is proportional to the EN magnitude. Nonlinearity is found in Rao and Ren (2016a,
2016b) that moderate EN events are more efficient in modulating the stratospheric vortex than strong EN
events, while modeled results in Richter et al. (2015) and Trascasa‐Castro et al. (2019) support linear
response. Zhou et al. (2018) (hereinafter Zhou18) suggest that the seasonal evolution of the stratospheric
response during winter matters when considering the nonlinearity: The results differ for early winter mean
and late winter mean. And there are studies found that the anomalous strength of the stratospheric vortex
quickly switches from positive to negative between December and January in cases of extreme EN
(Ayarzagüena et al., 2018; Calvo et al., 2010; Hardiman et al., 2019), though the reason for the anomalously
strong vortex in extreme EN in early winter is not clear yet. These findings highlight the importance of con-
sidering seasonal variations when depicting the stratospheric response to EN.

However, most research of the impact of EN on Eurasia via the stratospheric pathway has focused on the
linearities/nonlinearities in the magnitude, while the persistence of the impacts has not received much
attention. Manzini et al. (2006) mentioned the possibility of a spring signal of EN in the zonal mean zonal
wind down to the surface following the stratospheric pathway. Herceg‐Bulić et al. (2017) used numerical
simulations to show a delayed EN signal in the European spring climate, though it was mainly attributed
to atmosphere‐ocean interactions in the North Atlantic. For extreme EN events, it is not clear whether their
influence on Eurasia can extend to the following spring via the stratospheric pathway. Zhou18 found that
the magnitude of the stratospheric response to extreme EN events is more than 4 times larger than that to
moderate EN events in late winter and early spring, as stronger upward propagation of planetary waves leads
to a weaker northern polar vortex during extreme EN events than during moderate EN events. Nevertheless,
the main question remains: Can the impact of winter extreme EN on surface climate extend longer to the
following spring through the stratospheric pathway? In this study, we focus on the persistence of the extreme
EN events impacts through the stratospheric pathway to midlatitude Eurasia in spring, which have the
potential for forecasting improvements.

As mentioned above, the extreme EN stratospheric response is seasonally dependent, so it is important to
focus on a single period when depicting the potential downward coupling from the stratosphere to the tropo-
sphere. The period investigated in this study is the springtime (March toMay). It is important to note that the
stratospheric pathway is not the only path by which EN can influence Eurasia: The superposition and inter-
action of effects from the tropospheric pathway may add complexity and nonlinearity to the system. So, we
first isolate the role of the stratospheric pathway before quantifying its contribution and explaining its
dynamics. Several different approaches have been applied in previous studies to isolate the role of the strato-
spheric pathway. Statistical diagnostics using observations cannot clearly isolate the stratospheric signal due
to interactions between the stratospheric and tropospheric pathways (Jiménez‐Esteve & Domeisen, 2018).
The numerical approach can simply omit the stratospheric signal: Newman and Sardeshmukh (2008) used
linear inverse models with stratospheric feedback removed; Simpson et al. (2011) and Wu and Smith (2016)
shut down the stratospheric pathway in models by applying a nudging method to the stratosphere. In this
study, we address this issue with a novel approach using the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate
Model version 4 (WACCM4). The prescribed EN‐SST forcing in idealized experiments is limited to winter,
so that the tropospheric pathway can be ignored ~2 weeks after the termination of the forcing (Jin &
Hoskins, 1995), and the lagged response is purely attributed to the stratospheric pathway, which will be illu-
strated specifically in section 3. By doing so we are able to isolate the stratospheric pathway of EN to the tro-
posphere. We demonstrate a significant longer duration of the extreme EN impacts by the stratospheric
pathway in spring, comparted with that of moderate EN events. And we investigate different characteristics
of wave activity favoring the persistence of EN impacts under the westerly/easterly regime.
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This paper is organized as follows: Model simulations, observational data sets, and reanalysis methods are
introduced in section 2. Section 3 confirms that the role of the stratospheric pathway is well isolated.
Section 4 presents the springtime signal of extreme and moderate EN signals through the stratospheric path-
way based on observations and simulations and discusses associated dynamical mechanisms. Section 5
shows the induced spring coldness over Eurasia. The paper concludes with a summary and discussion in
section 6.

2. Model Experiments, Data, and Methodology
2.1. Definition of Extreme and Moderate EN

We adopt the same definition of extreme and moderate events as in Zhou18. Three of the EP events defined
by the Cold Tongue and Warm Pool indices (Ren & Jin, 2013) fall into the “extreme” category in our study:
the 1982/1983, 1997/1998, and 2015/2016 events, with the Niño3.4 anomaly reaching 2 K (L'Heureux
et al., 2017). Three other EP EN events (1986/1987, 1987/1988, and 2006/2007) are identified as “moderate.”
Composite winter SST anomaly patterns for extreme and moderate ENSO have been shown in our previous
work (Figure 1 in Zhou18). Both extreme and moderate EN events exhibit similar EP SST patterns, but the
strength of extreme EN events (peak of the Niño3.4 index) is about twice that of themoderate EN events. The
composite results are based on a very limited number of events which is insufficient for robust polar strato-
spheric responses, so the model simulations are involved to overcome the limited availability of observations
and isolated the contribution of the stratospheric pathway.

2.2. Model and Experimental Design

The WACCM is a state‐of‐the‐art chemistry‐climate model developed at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and can be used as the atmospheric component of the Community Earth
System Model (CESM) (Hurrell et al., 2013). WACCM4, the version used in our experiments, has a horizon-
tal resolution of 1.9° × 2.5° and does not include interactive chemistry (Garcia et al., 2007). The vertical reso-
lution is 1.1–1.4 km in the tropical tropopause layer and the lower stratosphere (height below 30 km), with
66 vertical levels extending from the ground to 4.5 × 10−6 hPa (~145 km geometric altitude). For detailed
descriptions of the model, see Garcia et al. (2007) and Marsh et al. (2013).

Three experiments with daily output are designed to isolate the role of the stratospheric pathway and analyze
the day‐to‐day propagation of the extreme EN signal and that of themoderate EN. The first is a climatological
run using prescribed fixed SSTs of the 12‐month seasonal cycle based on the period 1980–2015. The other two
have EN‐SST forced SSTs in the tropical Pacific (30°S to 30°N, 120–280°E), one using composited extreme EN
and one using moderate EN SSTs, and climatological SSTs elsewhere. In the two sensitivity runs, the forcing
is limited to December, January, and February of every year and during the rest of the year climatological
SSTs are prescribed globally. Hence, the tropospheric pathway is active solely during the DJF season and
the following ~2 weeks. After then, only the lagged EN influences through the stratospheric pathway are pos-
sible. See Zhou18 for a more detailed description the experimental design. WACCM4 accurately captures the
variability and dynamical features of the stratosphere (de la Torre et al., 2012). The seasonal evolution of the
circulation anomalies follows the same pattern with decaying amplitudes during springtime (March toMay),
so a seasonal mean is taken for the period 15 March to 15 May to isolate a critical, consistent dynamical
mechanism and to obtain statistical significance in the following analysis, unless specified otherwise.

2.3. Observational Data

SST data were taken from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data set
(Rayner et al., 2003), with a horizontal resolution of 1° × 1°. The Niño3.4 index is defined by the SST anoma-
lies averaged in the region 5°N to 5°S, from 170°W to 120°W. It is available from the Climate Prediction
Center (http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/data/indices/). Daily mean wind, temperature, and geopotential height
data were taken from the monthly mean European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF) reanalysis data set (ERA‐Interim) for the period 1979–2016 (Simmons, Uppala, & Dee, 2007,
Simmons, Uppala, Dee, & Kobayashi, 2007; Uppala et al., 2008) and is obtained from http://apps.ecmwf.
int/datasets/. To verify the results obtained using ERA‐Interim, data from the NCEPDOE reanalysis were
also used. The main results from these two reanalysis data sets are in close agreement, so only the results
from the ERA‐Interim reanalysis are presented.
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2.4. Analysis Methods

Monthly anomalies are calculated by subtracting the long‐term mean of each calendar month from each
individual month. The linear trends are removed before analysis from the temperature, zonal wind, sea level
pressure (SLP), and geopotential height data using linear regression analysis. To avoid possible interference
from the Quasi‐biennial Oscillation (QBO), biennial circulation anomalies (24–32 months) are filtered out of
the temperature and circulation fields. Composite analysis is applied to the stratospheric response during
extreme EN and moderate EN events.

Indexes for cold extremes of temperature are used in this study: the percentile index, T10, and the absolute
index, TN (Alexander et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005). T10 is calculated from the 10th percentile of daily tem-
perature variability for the climatological run, a percentage count of the number of days below the 10th per-
centile. TN is the seasonal coldest instance of daily temperature and gives absolute extremes in contrast to
T10. The absolute index TN reveals intensity, and the percentile index T10 gives a sense of the number of
days that are affected by the circulation regimes (Alexander et al., 2006; Frich et al., 2002). As T10 uses a per-
centile threshold, the actual temperature threshold varies with the seasonal cycle so T10 counts unusually
cold days relative to the seasonal cycle.

We apply a series of dynamical diagnostics. The wave activity flux proposed by Takaya and Nakamura (2001)
is used to show the propagation features of quasi‐stationary Rossby waves in the extratropics. The formula-
tion of the three‐dimensional wave activity flux can be expressed as follows:
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where U is the background flow (U ¼ Ui + Vj), CU is the phase speed relative to the background flow

CU ¼ Cp
U
∣U∣

� �
. W is the wave activity flux parallel to the group speed, M is the wave activity pseudomo-

mentum, and ψ' is the quasi‐geostrophic perturbation stream function. The primes represent perturbations
from the climatological means.

The interactive processes between the transient eddies on the background quasi‐stationary mean flow is
diagnosed by the extended Eliassen‐Palm (EP) flux (Hoskins et al., 1983; Plumb, 1985; Trenberth, 1986).
The horizontal flux components of the extended EP flux from Trenberth (1986) is adopted:

Eu ¼ 1
2
× v0 2 − u0 2
� �

l
!
;−u′v′ j

!� �
× cosφ; (2)

where u′ and v′ represent synoptic‐scale zonal and meridional winds, respectively, the overbars denote
time average, and φ is latitude. To obtain the synoptic‐scale disturbances, a Butterworth band‐pass filter
is applied to retain fluctuations with 2–8 day period (Murakami, 1979).

The maximum Eady growth rate (EGR) is calculated to study changes in baroclinicity and to analyze the
feedback on the circulation changes. It is given by Vallis (2013):

σE ¼ 0:3098
fj j ∂u

∂z

����
����

N
; (3)

where N is the buoyancy frequency, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and f is the Coriolis parameter.

3. Isolating the Role of the Stratospheric Pathway

As mentioned above, it is important to isolate the role of the stratospheric pathway before quantifying its
contribution and attempting to understand its dynamics. The experiments using WACCM4 allow us to
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achieve this goal. We first need to carefully check that whether the role of the stratospheric pathway is well
isolated. Following Hardiman et al. (2019), we compared the SLP response in the North Atlantic for
December, the first month when the EN‐SST forcing is imposed, and March, a month after the
termination of the EN‐SST forcing (Figure 1). As expected, the tropospheric pathway dominates in early
winter leading to the transatlantic wavelike response to extreme EN. In springtime, however, the SLP
response shows an anomalously negative NAO, indicating the stratospheric pathway dominates. In the
moderate EN case, the SLP response is in good agreement with previous studies, with an anomalously
negative NAO in early winter, which becomes weak and insignificant in spring. The simulated wavelike
pattern in December for extreme EN events is not as significant as in Figure 4 of Hardiman et al. (2019).
This is because our simulations are atmosphere‐only experiments, rather than coupled ones as in
Hardiman et al. (2019). The atmosphere‐only configuration cannot fully represent the tropospheric
pathway because the EN‐induced SST variations in oceans other than the eastern Pacific are not captured.

We have demonstrated that in spring the stratospheric pathway dominates the EN signals. Next, the possible
existence of a tropospheric pathway in the model results during spring is carefully evaluated to ensure that
the effects in spring are attributable solely to the stratospheric pathway. Previously proposed mechanisms of
the tropospheric pathway include a modulation by the delayed North Atlantic SST warming prolonging the
impacts to late spring (Toniazzo & Scaife, 2006), influences from a climatological shift in the NAO phase

Figure 1. Modeled (left) December and (right) March sea level pressure (SLP) in the North Atlantic for (a, b) extreme EN
and (c, d) moderate EN, using 30 winters simulated by WACCM4. SLP anomalies that are significant at the 95%
confidence level (Student's t test) are indicated by hatching.

Figure 2. Subseasonal evolution of zonal averaged SLP anomalies (units: hPa) over the North Atlantic (80°W to 30°E)
region for (a) extreme EN and (b) moderate EN springs. SLP anomalies that are significant at the 95% confidence
level (Student's t test) are stippled.
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(Geng et al., 2017), and a downstream extension of the PNA wave train carrying energy and momentum
along the subtropical jet reaching the North Atlantic and Eurasia in winter (Cassou & Terray, 2001;
Jiménez‐Esteve & Domeisen, 2018; Li & Lau, 2012; Merkel & Latif, 2002; Pohlmann & Latif, 2005). These
are next considered individually. First, the existence of a delayed tropical North Atlantic SST warming
can be excluded, because the sensitivity runs are prescribed with climatological SST except in the tropical
Pacific. As to the second mechanism proposed by Geng et al. (2017), the temporal evolution of zonal mean
SLP anomalies over the North Atlantic region (80°W to 30°E) in spring based on WACCM4 simulations are
shown in Figure 2. There is no subseasonal NAO phase reversal in this period (15 March to 15 May) for both
extreme EN andmoderate EN: Significant positive SLP anomalies north of 50°N and negative SLP anomalies
to the south are evident throughout the season for extreme EN, while the anomalies for moderate EN are not
significant. Third, the downward extension of the PNA pattern can also be excluded, because there is no
anomalous eastward propagation of wave activity from the Pacific to the Atlantic in spring. This result will
be specifically analyzed in section 4 when discussing the dynamical mechanisms.

Figure 3. Anomalous zonal wind (contours, negative dashed; units: m s−1) composites of (left) extreme EN and (right)
moderate EN events in spring based on (a, b) WACCM4 simulations, and (c, d) ERA‐Interim data for 1979–2016.
Wind anomalies that are significant at the 95% confidence level (Student's t test) are stippled. Before performing the
composite analysis, QBO is removed from the ERA‐Interim data.
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Thus, we have determined that the signal in spring can be attributed solely to the stratospheric pathway. The
influence of the stratospheric pathway is underestimated here, because we only consider the lagged response
of winter EN‐SST forcing. However, this is an effective way to do a minimal estimation of the contribution
from the stratospheric pathway.

4. More Persistent Stratospheric Pathway of Extreme EN Events in Spring

Awarmer and weaker stratospheric vortex has been observed in late winter and early spring for extreme EN
events (Figures 9 and 10 in Zhou18). The persistence of the signal in the troposphere in spring is diagnosed
by latitude‐pressure sections of the zonal mean zonal wind and maps of the low‐level tropospheric zonal
wind. Modeled patterns from WACCM4 averaged from 15 March to 15 May (Figures 3a and 3b) show that
during extreme EN events, significant negative wind anomalies descend to the surface in spring throughout
the atmosphere at high latitudes (60–90°N). The weakening of midlatitude westerlies in the troposphere
maintains a significant signal during spring. However, in the moderate EN case the signal is not evident
in the zonal mean results. Composite results based on ERA‐Interim from 1979 to 2016 (Figures 3c and 3d)
are in good agreement with the simulations. Significant negative zonal wind anomalies are observed in
the lower troposphere in the extreme EN case but disappear in the moderate EN case. Only in the case of
extreme EN events can a significant and strong signal persist in spring in the troposphere.

Figure 4. The 700‐hPa anomalous zonal wind composites (units: m s−1) for (a) extreme EN and (b) moderate EN in
spring based on (top) WACCM4 simulations and (bottom) ERA‐Interim from 1979–2016. The dashed lines in (a) and
(b) are the position of westerly jet axis in the control run. Wind anomalies that are significant at the 95% confidence
level (Student's t test) are stippled.
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The modeled descending signals in the 700‐hPa zonal wind for extreme and moderate EN are shown in
Figures 4a and 4b. There are strong decreases (increases) in zonal wind over 50–70°N (0–30°N) in the
Pacific and Atlantic during extreme EN springs, indicating an equatorward shift of the midlatitude jet.
More specifically, the prevailing westerly wind in the upper troposphere blowing across the subpolar region
from the North Atlantic to Europe and the Far East, which is closely linked to the surface climate over
Eurasia, is dramatically weakened by ~5 m s−1 during extreme EN events. The jet response is much weaker
and only visible in the Pacific duringmoderate EN events. Analogous composited maps of midlatitude tropo-
spheric jet anomalies based on ERA‐Interim (1979–2016) are shown in Figures 4c and 4d. Consistent with
the modeled patterns, there is a significant deceleration of the midlatitude jet, especially in the North
Pacific and North Atlantic. However, the eastward extension of the negative jet anomalies reaching the west
coast of the Atlantic indicates a contribution from the tropospheric pathway in the composited results using
ERA‐Interim. Hence, although the composites based on reanalysis data are used to confirm themodeled pat-
terns, the following analysis of the duration of extreme EN signal via the stratospheric pathway and the asso-
ciated dynamical mechanisms are based on modeled results only.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the midlatitude jet deceleration for extreme and moderate EN. The day 15
March is marked as the beginning date (day 0) of the persistence calculation. It is chosen in order to identify
the contribution of the stratospheric pathway solely as mentioned above. At this point, the downward

Figure 5. Evolution of zonal mean zonal wind anomaly (units: m s−1) averaged between 50° and 70°N for (a) extreme
EN and (b) moderate EN, based on WACCM4 simulations; time series of zonal mean zonal wind anomaly (units: m s−1)
averaged between 50°N and 70°N at (c) 30 hPa and (d) 700 hPa. Wind anomalies that are significant at the 95%
confidence level (Student's t test) are stippled in (a) and (b). The blue line in (c) and (d) indicates moderate EN event
behavior and red line indicates extreme EN events. Thicker lines indicate statistically significant anomalies with a
confidence of 95%.
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propagating signal via the stratospheric pathway develops to its maximum
for both extreme and moderate EN. In case of extreme EN, the amplitude
of jet response in the stratosphere maintains a significant value even at
Day 45 and gradually decreases to zero till Day 60; the signal near the sur-
face lasts for about one and a half months. However, during moderate EN
the signal soon disappears throughout the atmosphere. More clearly, the
time evolution of the jet response at middle stratosphere (30 hPa) and
lower troposphere (700 hPa) are shown in Figures 5c and 5d. In the mid-
dle stratosphere, the jet anomaly for extreme EN is slowly recovering from
15 m s−1, with significant value until day 45; while it is generally insignif-
icant for moderate EN (less than 5 m s−1). At lower‐tropospheric level, the
significant anomaly lasts ~43 days for extreme EN, in contrast to just 3‐day
significant value for moderate EN which quickly decreases to zero.

Now we have confirmed a more persistent signal of extreme EN events in
model simulations and observations in spring. This raises the question of
why extreme EN events are able to maintain strong signals at lower levels
for longer duration. Despite the growing body of observational andmodel-
ing evidence for a stratospheric influence on tropospheric flow, the
mechanism of the stratosphere's downward impact on the troposphere is
not yet fully understood. The wave‐breaking and reflecting behavior dif-
fers under different regimes of stratospheric polar vortex circulation
(Graf et al., 2014). That is, planetary‐scale waves can only propagate into
the westerly winds of the stratospheric polar vortex; while they are trapped
in the lower atmosphere when prevailing stratospheric winds are easterly.
The metric of 10 hPa 60°N zonal mean zonal wind is used to diagnose the
day of the final warming when the polar vortex dissipates and easterlies
develop (Butler et al., 2015; Charlton & Polvani, 2007; Lee & Butler,
2020). The last day of zonal mean westerlies is around the end of April
(Day 46) for extreme EN (Figure S1 in the supporting information),
~18 days longer than that of climatology (12 April). This implies that a
longer persistence for extreme EN impactsmay be due to longer basic state
favoring the vertically propagating planetary waves, as well as stronger
wave source manifested as a deeper Aleutian Low (Figure 5c). Then all
days in this period (15 March to 15 May) in each year are assigned to
easterly/westerly regime based on the last day of zonal mean westerlies,
so that we can clearly separate the processes in the two regimes. We next

first consider the contribution of planetary waves in maintaining the signals under the westerly regime,
and then illustrate the tropospheric eddy feedback under the easterly regime.

Figure 6a shows the horizontal wave activity flux and wave geopotential height anomalies (Z*; Z* indicates
that the zonal mean has been removed) at 250 hPa for extreme EN. Figures for moderate EN case with no
noticeable wave activity are omitted here for conciseness. During extreme EN events, the anomalous center
of the Aleutian low in winters now shifts to East Asia, indicating a westward tilt of the upward wave propa-
gation center. Importantly, there are strong poleward propagating waves from this wave center, which is
responsible for an anomalously weaker tropospheric vortex. Another strong wave center is over the North
Atlantic, propagating to the west coast of Europe. Figure 6b shows the longitude‐height cross section of
the planetary waves averaged over 40–70°N. There is a coherent upward source of wave activity in East
Asia and the North Pacific (90–150°E) and a strong equatorward propagation of the planetary wave at the
upper‐level troposphere over the Atlantic (60–90°W). The upward propagating planetary waves over East
Asia and the North Pacific help to sustain an anomalously weaker stratospheric vortex. The planetary waves
over the North Atlantic wave center bend south in the troposphere, giving rise to tropospheric geopotential
height anomalies over the Atlantic (Figure 6a). Note that no noticeable waves propagate from the Pacific
across the Americas to the Atlantic. This further confirms the assertion of section 3 that the impact of the
tropospheric pathway in producing the downward extension of the PNA pattern can be excluded.

Figure 6. A 250‐hPa horizontal wave activity flux (Fx, Fy) (vectors; units:
m2 s−2) and the eddy geopotential height (color shading; units: m) for
extreme EN under the westerly regime. (b) Height‐longitude cross section
of the wave flux averaged over 40–70°N, and vectors show the (Fx, Fz) and
color shading indicates the meridional component Fy of the TN flux.
The wave flux is multiplied by the square root of 1,000/pressure (hPa) to
better demonstrate the waves in the stratosphere. Figures for the moderate
case with no obvious response are omitted.
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Under the easterly regime, the anomalous upward propagating wave activity is concentrated mostly in the
troposphere and is muted in the stratosphere (not shown). In the troposphere, the signal is maintained
locally by positive feedback between the transient eddies and the mean flow (Song & Robinson, 2004).
Figure 7a demonstrates the anomalies of 250‐hPa stream function and divergence of extended EP flux.
The easterly anomaly at the southern flank of the anomalous anticyclone over the North Atlantic suggests
equatorward shift of the midlatitude Atlantic jet (Figure 4a), giving rise to the emergence of the local tran-
sient eddy flux convergence around 70°W, 50°N (Figure 7a). The convergence of the transient eddy flux lead
to an anomalous anticyclone (cyclone) to its north (south) and decelerates the eastward wind, which further
attenuates the midlatitude Atlantic jet and in turn increase the flux convergence. This is coherent with pre-
vious findings in Zhang et al. (2019) reporting a change in the tropospheric jet over the North Pacific Ocean
due to weakening of winter stratospheric vortex. The positive feedback mechanism between transient eddies
and the mean flow makes a contribution to a longer duration of the tropospheric circulation anomaly.
Figure 7b shows the anomalous geopotential height and anomalous EGR for extreme EN. EGR is related
to vertical shear of wind and is a measure of the baroclinic instability. The southward shift of the subtropical
jet is corresponding to a general southward shift of the baroclinicity during extreme EN events, manifested
as positive anomalies of EGR over the extratropical Atlantic and Pacific region. In addition, the anomaly
dipole of EGR pattern is generally matching the geopotential anomaly pattern. The anomalous EGR is larger
(smaller) in the lower (upper) troposphere (not shown). This indicates a positive feedback in the tropo-
sphere: less synoptic‐scale eddies tend to form in the region of negative EGR anomalies at middle‐to‐high
latitudes (60–90°N), thus the vertical wind shear and the baroclinicity weakens, contributing to maintaining
an equivalent barotropic structure of the low‐frequency atmospheric flow at middle‐to‐high latitudes by bal-
ancing some of the strong damping effect of surface friction (Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001).

In summary, we have discussed two different mechanisms acting constructively, favoring the persistence of
EN impacts. When westerlies prevail, the planetary waves propagating northward over the East Asia and the
North Pacific wave center and the waves bending south from the North Atlantic wave center are critical in
transmitting the stratospheric signal to the troposphere, giving rise to the tropospheric geopotential height
anomalies and the weakening of westerlies. After the final breakdown of polar vortex, the positive

Figure 7. The 250‐hPa (a) anomalous extended EP flux divergence (shading; units: 10−6 m2 s−2) and anomalous stream
function (contour; interval: 106 m2 s−1), (b) anomalous EGR (shading; units: 10−6 m2 s−2) and anomalous geopotential
height (contour; interval: 25 m) under the easterly regime for extreme EN. Figures for the moderate case with no
obvious response are omitted.
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feedback between transient eddies and the mean flow also favors the persistent weakening of the
tropospheric westerlies. These two processes combine constructively to maintain significant values of
extreme EN signals for longer duration in the troposphere in spring.

5. Links to Surface Temperature Over Eurasia

The variation in the westerly jet stream can directly affect Eurasian winter surface weather and has been
linked with extreme weather and climate events over Eurasia (Kolstad et al., 2010; Tomassini et al., 2012).
To address the surface impacts of extreme EN events via the stratospheric pathway, we first show the
low‐level circulation and temperature response to extreme and moderate EN events, averaged in spring
(Figure 8). The following analysis is based on the WACCM4 simulations, because the composites based
on reanalysis data sets involve a tropospheric contribution, as discussed above. The small number of events
(three extreme EN events and three moderate EN events) compared with the large internal climate variabil-
ity in Eurasia also makes it difficult to obtain robust results. A dominant role of the North Atlantic pressure
seesaw, indicating a negative NAO pattern, is evident during extreme EN springs. The concurrent negative
NAO phase and weakened Atlantic westerlies allow southward intrusions of cold polar air into Eurasia and
inhibit warm air transport from the Atlantic Ocean toward Europe. This is consistent with the studies cited
above suggesting a negative NAO induced by EN via the stratospheric pathway, although previous work has
generally focused on EN winter and we focus on the spring following an extreme EN winter. As expected,
extreme EN events coincide with anomalously cold surface air temperatures (SAT) in northern Eurasia
(green box in Figure 8; 50–70°N, 30–130°E), whereas Canada is anomalously warm. In contrast, during

Figure 8. (a) and (b) SLP (shading; units: hPa) and 850‐hPa wind (vector; units: m s−1) response to extreme and
moderate EN events in spring. (c) and (d) As in (a) and (b) but for SAT response (units: K). SAT anomalies that are
significant at the 95% confidence level (Student's t test) are stippled. The green box indicates regions over northern
Eurasia (50–70°N, 30–130°E).
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moderate EN events, the responses of low‐level temperature and circula-
tion are rather weak, with a barely evident signal in the North Pacific.
The cold response almost completely disappears leaving only a sporadic
signal confined to the polar region. These results suggest that a more‐
persistent stratospheric pathway during extreme EN events acts to
enhance and prolong the negative NAO pattern at the surface, resulting
in an enhanced surface cooling response over Eurasia in spring.

We further quantify the subseasonal variance of the Eurasian SAT induced
by the stratospheric pathway of extreme EN events and inspect its relation-
ship with the spring SAT cold extremes. Figure 9 shows the time evolution
of the regional mean SAT anomaly and the probability distribution func-
tions (PDFs) of SAT for extreme and moderate EN events. Consistent with
a more persistently weakened Atlantic jet and negative NAO phase, the
SAT anomaly over Eurasia maintains a significant low value around
−4 K from 15 March to the end of April, and slowly recovers to zero at
the end of May. However, during moderate EN events, the regional mean
SAT anomaly is generally insignificant. Compared with the neutral ENSO
and moderate EN distribution, the PDF for extreme EN events shows a
shift of themean value to the colder side with a slight increase in skewness
but no significant difference in variance. This implies that the occurrences
of spring cold extremes may increase after extreme EN winters.

We now discuss the extent to which Eurasian cold extremes are
affected differently than during the neutral‐winter state. As stated
above, the T10 index is a count of the percentage of days in which
the daily mean temperature is colder than the 10th percentile. TN is
the coldest instance of daily mean temperature, which reveals intensity.
As can be seen in the top panel of Figure 10, during extreme EN events
there is a strong regional increase of cold spring days (T10) in most of
Eurasia, accompanied by a tendency of the coldest day (TN) to be even
colder. Specifically, there is an increase of up to 12–15% in frequency of
cold extremes in Northern Russia and extremely cold days average up
to 3 K lower during extreme EN springs. However, during moderate

EN events (bottom panel of Figure 10) there is a slight increase in cool days (T10) and a small decrease
in the lowest temperature (TN), but these are generally statistically insignificant. Thus, these results

Figure 9. (a) Time series of regional mean SAT anomaly (units: K) in
Eurasia (50–70°N, 30–130°E). (b) The distribution of regional mean SAT
in Eurasia in spring. The blue and green lines in (a) indicate the response to
moderate and extreme EN events, respectively. Solid line segments in
(a) highlight regional mean SAT anomalies that are statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level. The dashed black, solid blue, and solid green
lines in (b) indicate PDFs of SAT for neutral ENSO, extreme EN, and
moderate EN events, respectively. The PDFs for extreme EN and moderate
EN are statistically different from that for neutral ENSO using a
Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test (p < 0.01).

Figure 10. Difference of mean (a, c) extreme EN and (b, d) moderate EN events from the climatological mean (30‐year
mean of control run) for (a, b) the frequency of the occurrence of cold extremes, and (c, d) the temperature of the coldest
day in spring. T10 shows the change in the 10th percentile and TN shows the response of the seasonal coldest night.
Temperature anomalies that are significant at the 95% confidence level (Student's t test) are stippled.
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indicate that extreme EN events with a persistently weak stratospheric vortex have pronounced impacts
on spring coldness in Eurasia.

6. Summary and Discussion

A stratospheric pathway links EN to NH surface climate in winter. Here, we focus on the persistence of
extreme EN impacts on Eurasian climate in spring through this stratospheric pathway, with a novel
approach using model simulations to isolate the stratospheric role. We find that extreme EN events can
induce a more persistent weak stratospheric vortex than moderate EN events, based on observations derived
from reanalysis data sets and numerical experiments using WACCM4. A descending signal that reaches the
surface to give strong negative zonal wind anomalies throughout the atmosphere maintains longer duration
in spring during extreme EN events, while during moderate EN events the signal is insignificant. The expla-
nation for the tropospheric signals of extreme EN involving constructive interference of two different
mechanisms are proposed. Under the westerly regime, planetary wave activity centered in the East Asia
and North Pacific region, and in the Atlantic region is important in maintaining stratospheric signals and
transmitting the signals to the troposphere. Under the easterly regime, strong tropospheric eddy feedback
also favors the persistence of the tropospheric response.

The prolonged stratospheric pathway during extreme EN events leads to a persistence to May of negative
NAO phase at the surface concurrent with a low‐level jet deceleration, allowing southward intrusions of cold
polar air into Eurasia, and inhibiting warm air transport from the Atlantic Ocean toward Europe. Hence, a
more‐persistent weak stratospheric vortex during extreme EN events induces a springtime cold anomaly and
daily cold extremes in midlatitude Eurasia.

Geng et al. (2017) have also reported that extreme EN events are associated with cooling in northern Europe
and East Asia, but they found no significant stratospheric downward propagation in observations (their
Figure S5). The difference may be due to the time period they considered (December to January), as the
downward migration may occur in late winter and early spring. Zhou18 compared the magnitude of strato-
spheric response to extreme EN and moderate EN in winter, but the current study focus on the springtime
persistence of extreme EN via the stratospheric pathway and its influences on surface climate over Europe.
In other words, Zhou18 discussed the bottom‐up process while this study further investigates the top‐down
effect and in particular its persistence in spring. Recently, Hardiman et al. (2019) found the Atlantic MSLP
response to strong LN is a positive NAO which is different from the wavelike response for strong EN in
January to February, and they attributed the asymmetry to the predominance of the stratospheric pathway
for LN but the tropospheric pathway for EN. We did not include extreme LN events in study and only dis-
cussed the role of the stratospheric pathway in favoring a more persistent surface impact in spring for
extreme EN. Results presented here suggest that the stratospheric pathway is important in linking extreme
EN events with midlatitude circulation and may be of great potential for seasonal prediction for Eurasia.

Data Availability Statements

The reanalysis and observational data sets used here are publicly available and properly cited. The
NCEPDOE Reanalysis was obtained from NOAA and is available at this site (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/
psd/data/gridded/). The ERA‐Interim reanalysis was obtained from this site (http://apps.ecmwf.int/data-
sets/). The HadISST from the Met Office Hadley Centre is available at this site (http://www.metoffice.gov.
uk/hadobs/hadisst/data/download.html). The numerical simulation data using CESM‐WACCM4 from
NCAR employed in this research is available online (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11479113).
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